
Instructions for angel figurines: I wish you luck!
Instructions No. 193
 Working time: 30 Minutes

What gift could be more personal than a homemade guardian angel? These cute little dolls symbolise exactly what you want to say to a loved one: Angels
should protect you.

Here's how it's done:

Prime the figure cones white. While they are drying you can border the angel wings with gold-coloured glitter liner. The heads of the figure cones are skin-
coloured after the primer has dried. The basket is painted with the colour Orchid, with Grey Brown and a pastel olive green.

Now stick small and large relief motives " stars"on the angel bodies. With a Paint sponge Handicraft paint in Ivory dab over the stars and the complete figure
cones. After the paint has dried, remove the stars from the cones with a needle 

Paint faces on the angels (colour Fig) Pull the doll's plait apart and glue strands of hair of different lengths onto the heads with hot glue. With scissors and
small bows, simply "style" the hair .

Glue more stars on the angel's body, fix angel's wings and maybe put another heart on each angel as an accessory.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
621755-01 Wooden figure "Cone"Ø 27 mm 1
537803-01 VBS Relief sticker set "Xmas"Silver 1
18634 Angel wings10,5 cm, 2 pcs. 2

Article information:
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